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Abstract
It is possible to construct fully implicit Runge–Kutta methods like
Gauß-Legendre, Radau-IA, Radau-IIA, Lobatto-IIIA, -IIIB, and -IIIC
methods of arbitrary high order of convergence. The aim of this pa-
per is to find a new adaptive time stepping for these classes which is
based on the embedding technique. Adaptive time step control with
embedding is well-known for Runge–Kutta methods, and therefore new
embedded methods of order s− 1 for the above classes of fully implicit
Runge–Kutta methods are constructed.
Since these fully implicit methods need the solution of a huge non-
linear system of equations different approaches for non-linear equations
are discussed and compared. It can be observed that non-linear solvers
like the usually used simplified Newton method have a step size restric-
tion if they are applied on higher order methods.
We apply our new methods on some lower dimensional ODEs to
show that our approach leads to an efficient method.
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1 Introduction
In the numerical solution of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) mainly
two classes of numerical methods are known: one-step and multi-step meth-
ods, which may be explicit or implicit methods. One-step methods have the
advantage that higher order methods can be created without having stability
problems as known from multi-step methods. Moreover, they often allow an
easy implementation of adaptive time step control. A disadvantage of one-
step methods is the order reduction if they are applied on stiff ODEs like
the example of Prothero–Robinson [27] or on differential algebraic equations
(DAEs) [14].
In this paper we concentrate on fully implicit Runge–Kutta methods of
higher order, which allow an adaptive time step control with the embedding
technique. In every time step a non-linear system of dimension ns has to be
solved, where n is the dimension of the problem and s is the number of in-
ternal stages of the Runge–Kutta method. In the last decades several papers
discussed the efficient solution of the non-linear and linear equations. First
[4] and [2] introduced a transformation of the coefficient matrix of the Runge–
Kutta method splits. If a simplified Newton method is applied this splitting
leads to s (may be complex valued) systems of dimension n. An application
of this technique for Radau methods can be found in [15]. These non-linear
systems can be solved directly with the help of LU-decompositions and back-
and forward substitutions. But here we have to store s LU-decompositions
which might be sometimes impossible. Therefore in [23] and [25] an itera-
tive solution technique for the linear systems is applied. Another possibility
offers the so-called approximate Matrix factorisation (AMF), which was in-
troduced in [26]. An adaptive solution technique with AMF and a Newton-
type iteration is suggested in [12]. Jay introduced in [16] and [17] super
partitioned additive Runge–Kutta methods (SPARK methods). In [13] fully
implicit Runge–Kutta methods are solved with a single Newton method.
An adaptive time step control may undoubtedly improve the accuracy and
efficiency of simulations substantially. One possibility to achieve adaptivity
in time is Richardson’s extrapolation [14, 30]. In this case every time step is
computed twice, first with step size τ and second with step size τ/2. With the
help of the two approximations a numerical error can be found which implies
the step size for the next time step. This approach can be applied on every
one-step method, but in each time step the number of non-linear systems
increases by a factor of three. A much cheaper possibility is the so-called
embedding technique where the second solution is computed with almost the
same coefficients, such that no further costs for linear algebra arise [14, 30].
In practice this technique is only applied if the order of both methods differ
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by only one. Therefore Hairer and Wanner suggest in [15] a new step size
control for Raudau-methods where an automatic choice of Radau methods
of different order is integrated. An improvement for a Radau-IIA method of
order 17 can be found in [24]. In this paper adaptivity is achieved by using
the embedding technique, i. e. an embedded method of order s−1 is created
and then we apply the PI-controller as usual (see [14, 21]).
In this paper we start our considerations with Gauß-Legendre, Radau-
IA, Radau-IIA, Lobatto-IIIA, -IIIB and -IIIC methods. These methods can
be created with arbitrary large convergence order (see [14, 30]). For all of
these methods we develop embedded methods of order s − 1. In Chapter 3
we consider the simplified Newton method for solving the arising non-linear
systems. Since this system is of dimension ns, where n is the dimension of
the ODE and s is the number of internal stages, we use the transformation
of the coefficient matrix of the Runge–Kutta method into a complex valued
diagonal matrix (see [4] and [2]) because we need only the solution of s
non-linear systems of dimension n. From the book of Deuflhard [9] it is
known that a step size restriction appears if the non-linear systems are solved
with Newton methods. For lower order methods the maximal possible step
size is dominated from the accuracy of the method and not from the non-
linear solver. But if we increase the order of the method, it is possible to
increase the time step size without loosing accuracy. This has the effect that
for higher order method this step size restriction is rather important. In
this paper we consider as a second solution technique a modified fixed-point
iteration [19, 18]. This approach has the advantage that larger time steps
are possible, but the benefit of a constant iteration matrix is lost. Finally
we present some numerical results to show that the new adaptive time step
control leads to an efficient solution strategy. We compare our numerical
methods with some fourth order DIRK- and ROW methods to show that the
suggested methods are a good alternative.
2 Implicit Runge–Kutta methods
We start our considerations with the initial value problem
u˙ = f(t,u), u(t0) = u0. (1)
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A Runge-Kutta method for the ODE (1) is given by
ki = f
tm + ciτ,um + τm s∑
j=1
aijkj
 , i = 1, . . . , s, (2)
um+1 = um + τm
s∑
i=1
biki, (3)
where τ is a given time step size, s is the number of internal stages and aij ,
bi, and ci are the coefficients of the RK-method, which should be determined
in such a way that the method has a sufficiently high order convergence [5,
14, 30]. The order of the RK-method can be determined with the so-called
simplifying conditions from Butcher [3], which are defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. (see [3]). An s-stage RK-method satisfies the simplifying
conditions, if the conditions
B(p) :
s∑
i=1
bic
k−1
i = 1/k, k = 1, . . . , p,
C(q) :
s∑
j=1
aijc
k−1
j = c
k
i /k, i = 1, . . . , s, k = 1, . . . , q,
D(r) :
s∑
i=1
bic
k−1
i aij = bj(1− ckj )/k, j = 1, . . . , s, k = 1, . . . , r
are fulfilled.
The condition B(p) is equivalent to a quadrature rule with nodes ci and
weights bi, which integrates polynomials of degree p − 1 exactly. The con-
ditions C(q) have the following meaning. The intermediate values ki are
integrated exactly by a quadrature rule with weights aij and nodes ci, which
integrates polynomials of degree q exactly.
Theorem 2.2. (see [5, 30]) An RK-method with s internal stages has the
convergence order p, if the simplifying conditions B(p), C(l), and D(m) with
p ≤ min{l +m+ 1, 2l + 2}
are satisfied.
For the proof we refer to the book of Butcher [5].
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2.1 Gauß–Legendre methods
In the following we derive the Gauß–Legendre methods (see [5, 14, 30]). In
the case of the Gauß quadrature rules the nodes ci are chosen as the roots of
the shifted Legendre polynomial of degree s, i.e.
Ps(2t− 1) = 1
s!
ds
dts
[ts(t− 1)s].
With respect to the L2(0, 1)-scalar product the polynomial Ps(2t− 1) is or-
thogonal to all polynomials of degree < s. The roots of the Legrendre poly-
nomials Ps can be found in the book of Abramowitz and Stegun [1] or can
be computed with a computer algebra tool. It can be proven that the roots
are pairwise distinct. From this fact it follows that the Vandermonde matrix
Vs = (Vij) := (c
j−1
i ) =
 1 c1 c
2
1 . . . c
s−1
1
...
...
...
...
1 cs c
2
s . . . c
s−1
s
 , i, j = 1, . . . , s
is regular. The simplifying conditions B(p) and C(q) can be written in
matrix-vector notation. The condition B(p) reads as b>ck = 1/k, where
the vector ck is defined as ck = (ck1 , . . . , c
k
s)
>. The condition C(q) can be
written as Ack−1 = ck/k, where A = (aij)si,j=1. The nodes bi are then
uniquely determined by the conditions B(1), ..., B(s), i. e. by
b>e = 1,b>c = 1/2, . . . ,b>cs−1 = 1/s.
This system can be written in matrix-vector notation as
b>Vs = e>H :=
(
1,
1
2
, . . . ,
1
s
)
.
Multiplying from the right with the inverse of Vs generates us our nodes bi,
i.e. b> = e>HV
−1
s . For the embedded method we set
e˜>H :=
(
1,
1
2
, . . . ,
1
s− 1 , 0
)
.
Then the nodes b˜i are given simply by
b˜> = e˜>HV
−1
s
and the embedded method is of order s − 1. Next we determine the matrix
A with help of the conditions C(l), l = 1, . . . , s. These conditions can be
written as
Ae = c, Ac = c2/2, . . . , Acs−1 = cs/s,
4
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or in matrix-vector notation by
AVs = C, C := (cij) =
1
j
cji .
It follows A = CV −1s and our Butcher table looks as follows
c CV −1s
e>HV
−1
s
e˜>HV
−1
s
.
For s = 2 and s = 3 we get the following methods
1
2 −
√
3
6
1
4
1
4 −
√
3
6
1
2 +
√
3
6
1
4 +
√
3
6
1
4
1
2
1
2
1
2 +
√
3
2
1
2 −
√
3
2
1
2 −
√
15
10
5
36
2
9 −
√
15
10
5
36 −
√
15
30
1
2
5
36 +
√
15
24
2
9
5
36 −
√
15
24
1
2 +
√
15
10
5
36 −
√
15
30
2
9 +
√
15
15
5
36
5
18
4
9
5
18
− 56 83 − 56
Theorem 2.3. The Gauß-Legendre method with s stages has order p = 2s.
For the proof we refer to [5, 14, 30].
2.2 Radau-IA- and IIA-methods
It can be shown that methods of order 2s have not the best stability proper-
ties. Therefore we look now for methods of order 2s − 1 and start with the
following theorem:
Theorem 2.4. Let be given a Runge–Kutta method with p = 2s − 1. Then
the ci’s are given by the roots of the polynomial
Ps,ξ(2x− 1) = Ps(2x− 1) + ξPs−1(2x− 1), ξ ∈ R.
Proof. see [31].
Here we are interested in the cases ξ = +1 (Radau-I methods with c1 = 0)
and ξ = −1 (Radau-II methods with cs = 1).
The weights bi are determined for both classes with the simplifying con-
ditions B(1), . . . , B(s). In the case of the Radau-IIA-methods (see [10]) the
matrix A is determined with C(s). For the Radau-IA-methods (see [10]) the
5
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coefficient matrix A are determined with the condition D(s), which can be
written as s linear equations of dimension s. The j-th column of A can be
determined by solving the equations
b1 b2 . . . bs
b1c1 b2c2 . . . bscs
...
...
...
b1c
s−1
1 b2c
s−1
2 . . . bsc
s−1
s


a1j
a2j
...
asj
 =

1− cj
(1− cj)/2
...
(1− cj)/s
 .
In both cases the nodes b˜i of the embedded method are determined by b˜
> =
e˜>HV
−1
s . This setting leads to embedded methods of order s − 1. For s = 2
and s = 3 we get the following Radau-IA methods
0 14 − 14
2
3
1
4
5
12
1
4
3
4
1 0
0 19 − 1+
√
6
18
−1+√6
18
6−√6
10
1
9
88+7
√
6
360
88−43√6
360
6+
√
6
10
1
9
88+43
√
6
360
88−7√6
360
1
9
16+
√
6
36
16−√6
36
−1 172 (6 +
√
6)2
√
6 − 172 (−6 +
√
6)2
√
6
.
The Radau-IIA methods with 2 and 3 internal stages are given by
1
3
5
12 − 112
1 34
1
4
3
4
1
4
1 0
4−√6
10
88−7√6
360
296−169√6
1800
−2+3√6
225
4+
√
6
10
296+169
√
6
1800
88+7
√
6
360
−2+3√6
225
1 16−6
√
6
36
16+6
√
6
36
1
9
16−6√6
36
16+6
√
6
36
1
9
−1 1− 712
√
6 1 + 712
√
6
.
2.3 Lobatto-IIIA-, -III-B-, and -IIIC-methods
Next we are interested in the construction of methods which have order 2s−2.
Therefore we need the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5. Let be given a Runge–Kutta method with p = 2s − 2. Then
the nodes ci are given by the roots of the polynomial
Ps,ξ,µ(2x− 1) = Ps(2x− 1) + ξPs−1(2x− 1) + µPs−2(2x− 1), ξ, µ ∈ R.
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Proof. see [31].
If we consider the cases ξ = 0 and µ = 1 we obtain the so-called Lobatto-
III methods which have the properties c1 = 0 and cs = 1. The weights bi are
determined with the simplifying conditions B(1), . . . , B(s) and the coefficient
matrix A as follows:
• Lobatto-IIIA (see [10]): with C(s)
• Lobatto-IIIB (see [10]): with D(s)
• Lobatto-IIIC (see [6]): with C(s− 1) and ai1 = b1, i = 1, . . . , s.
The construction of the Lobatto-IIIA- and -IIIB-methods can be done in a
similar way as in the last section. In the case of Lobatto-IIIC-methods the
coefficient matrix A can be found in the following way. We consider the
condition C(i), i. e. Ack−1 = ck/k. Since c1 = 0 by construction we get
s∑
j=2
aijc
k−1
j =
ck
k
, k = 2, . . . , s
and finally the linear system

1 1 . . . 1
c2 c3 . . . cs
...
...
...
cs−22 c
s−2
3 . . . c
s−2
s


ai2
ai3
...
ais
 =

0
c2/2
...
cs−1)/(s− 1)
 .
For s = 2 and s = 3 we get the following Lobatto-IIIA methods
0 0 0
1 12
1
2
1
2
1
2
1 0
0 0 0 0
1
2
5
24
1
3 − 124
1 16
2
3
1
6
1
6
2
3
1
6
− 12 2 − 12
.
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The Lobatto-IIIB methods with 2 and 3 internal stages are given by
0
1
2
0
1 12 0
1
2
1
2
1 0
0 16 − 16 0
1
2
1
6
1
3 0
1 16
5
6 0
1
6
2
3
1
6
− 12 2 − 12
.
For s = 2 and s = 3 we get the following Lobatto-IIIC methods
0 12 − 12
1 12
1
2
1
2
1
2
1 0
0 16 − 13 16
1
2
1
6
5
12 − 112
1 16
2
3
1
6
1
6
2
3
1
6
− 12 2 − 12
.
3 Solution of the non-linear systems
If we apply an implicit Runge–Kutta method to a system of ODEs a large
non-linear system of equations has to be solved in every time step. We start
our considerations with the implicit Runge–Kutta method (2)–(3), which can
be written as
k1
...
ks
 =

f
(
tm + c1τ,um + τ
∑s
j=1 a1jkj
)
...
f
(
tm + csτ,um + τ
∑s
j=1 asjkj
)
 . (4)
Equation (4) forms a non-linear system of equations which has dimension
ns× ns. There are different possibilities to solve this system. A fixed-point
iteration might not be a good idea, since for stiff problems a step size re-
striction can be observed (see [14, 31]). Therefore often a simplified Newton
method for computing the numerical solution of (4) is used, which is consid-
ered in Section 3.1. Since this system is of dimension ns a transformation of
the coefficient matrix A can be applied, which splits this large system into
s smaller ones (see [2] and [4]). In our case these linear systems are com-
plex. A convergence theorem from Deuflhard [9] states that the simplified
8
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Newton method converges if the step size is sufficiently small. Moreover, an
upper bound for the step size is given in [9], which is independent of the
Runge–Kutta method and of the order of the method.
The Newton method method has the disadvantage that often numerical
instabilities arise, i.e. with a bad starting value convergence may not be
archived or as, in our case, one gets an upper bound for the step size, which
might be rather small in comparison to the step size which might be possi-
ble since the method has a high order of convergence. In extreme cases it
is possible that either the Newton method diverges or the accuracy of the
numerical approximation is in the range of the machine accuracy. Therefore
in practical applications sometimes a modified fixed-point iteration is applied
(see [18, 19]), which we consider in Section 3.4. But in every iteration step
the modified fixed-point iteration needs the solution of the huge non-linear
system of equations. Moreover, the Jacobian of the system changes and
therefore an LU decomposition with forward and backward substitutions can
not be applied. In the comparison in Section 3.5 we see that the bound for
the step size in the case of modified fixed-point iteration is much larger than
in the case of Newton’s method, but the computing time for the modified
fixed-point iteration is much longer.
3.1 A simplified Newton method
In this section we apply the simplified Newton method on the non-linear
system (4). By fu we denote the Jacobian of f at the point (tm,um) and
then the simplified Newton method reads as

I − τa11fu . . . −τa1sfu
...
...
−τas1fu . . . I − τassfu


∆k
(ν+1)
1
...
∆k
(ν+1)
s
 =

f
(
tm + c1τ,um + τ
∑s
j=1 a1jk
(ν)
j
)
...
f
(
tm + csτ,um + τ
∑s
j=1 asjk
(ν)
j
)
−

k
(ν)
1
...
k
(ν)
s
 (5)
9
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with ∆k
(ν+1)
i = k
(ν+1)
i − k(ν)i , i = 1, . . . , s. If we introduce the Kronecker
symbol A⊗B (see [30]) defined by
A⊗B =

a11B . . . a1nB
...
...
am1B . . . amnB
 ,
where A and B are matrices, we can write our linear systems as
(Is ⊗ In − τA⊗ fu)∆K(ν+1) = F(ν) (6)
with ∆K(ν+1) := (∆k
(ν+1)
1 , . . . ,∆k
(ν+1)
s )> and
F(ν) :=

f
(
tm + c1τ,um + τ
∑s
j=1 a1jk
(ν)
j
)
...
f
(
tm + csτ,um + τ
∑s
j=1 asjk
(ν)
j
)
−

k
(ν)
1
...
k
(ν)
s
 .
The linear system (6) can be solved with only one LU decomposition and
then in each Newton iteration a forward and a backward substitution can be
applied, since the coefficient matrix does not change during the time step.
As starting values for the Newton method often the setting k
(0)
i := 0 is
used. This is of course not the best choice. In [14] the starting values are
computed with the help of interpolation. Therefore let
zi := Ui − um = τ
s∑
j=1
aijkj .
Then it holds
zi = u(tm + ciτm)− um +O(τη+1),
if the simplifying condition C(η) is satisfied for some η ≤ s. In the case of
the Gauß-Legendre and the Radau-IIA methods we have c1 6= 0 and we can
consider the interpolation polynomial of degree s, defined by
q(0) = 0,q(ci) = zi, i = 1, . . . , s,
since ci =
∑s
j=1 aij holds (see simplifying condition C(1)). In the other cases
an interpolation polynomial of degree s − 1 can be applied. In our case we
start with a zero starting value since a polynomial interpolation often leads
to oscillations.
10
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3.2 A transformation of the coefficient matrix
Since the solutions of the huge non-linear systems are very expensive, we try
to reduce these costs by splitting these systems into s smaller ones. One
possibility is a transformation of coefficient matrix A, which was derived
independently from Bickart [2] and Butcher [4]. We multiply system (6)
from the left with P ⊗ I and from the right with Q ⊗ I. Matrices P and Q
are chosen in such a way that the product
(P ⊗ I)(Is ⊗ In − τA⊗ fu)(Q⊗ I)
is a lower block triangular matrix. Let us assume that the coefficient matrix
A is regular, which is true for the Gauß-Legendre, the Radau-IA, the Radau-
IIA and the Lobatto-IIIC methods. Then the eigenvalues of the coefficient
matrix A are non-zero and it is possible to compute the Jordan canonical of
A, which is given by
T−1A−1T =

λ−11 0
µ1 λ
−1
2
. . .
. . .
0 µs−1 λ−1s
 ,
where µi = 0, if λi 6= λi+1. Next we introduce the diagonal matrix D given
by D := diag(λ1, . . . , λs) and select P := DT
−1A−1, Q := T . Then we
have
PQ =

1 0
1 1
. . .
. . .
0 s−1 1
 , i ∈ {0, 1}.
Note that the matrices D, P and Q are complex valued matrices in our cases.
3.3 Convergence of the simplified Newton method
Next we ask for which time step sizes τ do the simplified Newton method
converges. From [22] we know that for sufficiently small τ convergence is
achieved. But what happens for larger τ , especially if we use a higher order
method? The answer is given by the following theorem, which can be found
in the book of Deuflhard [9]:
11
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Theorem 3.1. Let D ⊂ Rn be an open set and f : D → Rn be a continuously
differentiable function. For the Jacobian fu(t,u) we assume that a one-sided
Lipschitz condition is satisfied with the one-sided Lipschitz constant µ. Let
‖ · ‖ be some norm and assume that
‖f(tm,um)‖ ≤ L0, um ∈ D,
‖(fu(t,u)− fu(tm,u(tm))v‖ ≤ L2‖u− um‖‖v‖, u,um,v ∈ D.
If D is sufficiently large then existence and uniqueness of the solution of the
ODE is guaranteed in [0, t¯] such that
τ unbounded, if µτ¯ ≤ −1,
τ ≤ τ¯Ψ(µτ¯), if µτ¯ > −1,
where τ¯ := 1/
√
2L0L2 and
Ψ(s) :=
 ln(1 + s)/s, s 6= 0,1, s = 0 .
Proof. For the proof we refer to [9].
Example 3.1. Let us consider the ODE
u˙ = −5tu2 + 5/t− 1/t2, u(t0) = 1/t0, t0 > 0, (7)
which has the exact solution u(t) = 1/t. The derivatives of the right-hand
side of (7) w.r.t. u are given by fu = −10tu and fuu = −10t. In this case
we have µ = −10t, L2 = 10, and L0 = 1/t20. It follows
τ¯ = (2L0L2)
−1/2 = −1/
√
20/t20 = t0/
√
20.
Since µ = −10t0 we have µτ¯ = −1/(t0
√
20) and we have step size restriction
with
τ ≤ ln(1 + µτ¯)
µ
= − ln
(
1− 10t20/
√
20
)
≈ 0.02614.
In practice larger step-sizes can be used as those, which are estimated
from Theorem 3.1.
12
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3.4 A modified fixed-point iteration
As we have seen in the last subsection the simplified Newton method needs
rather small time steps. Although in practise larger step-sizes may be used,
we consider here another approach, which is called modified fixed-point iter-
ation. Therefore we have to rewrite the general non-linear ODE (1) in the
form
u˙ = A(u)u + f(t), u(t0) = u0. (8)
Then we apply our implicit Runge–Kutta method (2)–(3) on the ODE (8)
and get the non-linear system
ki = f(tm + ciτ) +A
um + τm s∑
j=1
aijkj
um + τm s∑
j=1
aijkj
 , (9)
for i = 1, . . . , s. This system is now solved with a modified fixed-point iter-
ation. The basic idea of this method is to use the old iterated value k
(ν)
i in
the argument of A in the right-hand side and the new iterated value k
(ν+1)
i
for the other term. Then we get an iterative method of the form
I − τma11A
(
U
(ν)
1
)
. . . −τma1sA
(
U
(ν)
1
)
...
. . .
...
−τmas1A
(
U
(ν)
s
)
. . . I − τmassA
(
U
(ν)
s
)


k
(ν+1)
1
...
k
(ν+1)
s

=

f1(tm + c1τm)−Aum
f2(tm + c2τm)−Aum
...
fs(tm + csτm)−Aum
 , (10)
where
U
(ν)
i := um + τm
s∑
j=1
aijk
(ν)
j , i = 1, . . . , s.
This iteration is called modified fixed-point iteration. This version of the
fixed-point iteration is, for example, applied in the numerical solution of the
incompressible Navier–Stokes equations [18]. Convergence can be proved by
Banach’s fixed-point theorem. As in the case of the simplified Newton method
a step size restriction occurs, but in our numerical experiences this step size
13
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restriction is much larger than the step size restriction of the simplified New-
ton method. The disadvantage of this approach is that the iteration matrix
changes during the iteration, i.e. the costs for the linear algebra are much
higher for the modified fixed point iteration than for the simplified Newton
method.
3.5 Comparison of the approaches
Let us now compare the simplified Newton method with the modified fixed-
point iteration. We consider the ODE (7) from Example 3.1 and want to
find the maximal step size to get a stable numerical approximation for the
first time step. Stable in this case means, that the numerical error should
be smaller than 1/10. Therefore we compute the numerical solution after
one time step and use 40 iterations. In Figure 1 the numerical results are
presented and the methods applied with Newton’s method are marked with
”(N)”. If the modified fixed-point iteration is used, the method is marked with
”(F)”. It can be observed that both approaches have a step size restriction.
For the fixed-point iteration this step size restriction (≈ 4.0) is much larger
than for Newton’s method (≈ 1.0). This step size restriction is independent of
the method, as Figure 1 shows. Moreover for small s the step size restriction
is dominated by the numerical error. If we used less iterations for the non-
linear solvers the maximal time steps would become smaller. For example:
with 5 iterations we get an upper bound of 0.43 for Newton’s method and 0.41
for the modified fixed-point iteration. If we compare the efficiency of both
approaches, we first mention the main advantage of the modified fixed-point
iteration, which are higher possible step-sizes. But the convergence velocity of
the modified fixed-point iteration is much slower than the convergence speed
of the simplified Newton method. Moreover in the case of the modified fixed-
point iteration in each iteration step we have to assemble the large iteration
matrix of dimension ns. A transformation to s systems of dimension n is not
possible.
4 Numerical examples for ODEs
In this section we apply the implicit Runge–Kutta methods with their new
embedded formulas to two test problems. The first one is a chemical reaction
problem (see [11]) and the the second one is the perturbed Kepler’s prob-
lem. We compare these high order methods with a 4th order DIRK method,
which was developed by Kvaerno [20], and with the RODASPR method from
Rang [28] to show that higher order methods may be more efficient than lower
14
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Figure 1: Comparison of Newton’s method (N) with fixed-point iteration
(F)
order methods although the costs of the linear algebra are very high. Since
we consider only first order ODEs of dimension 4 the non-linear systems are
solved directly with a simplified Newton method and an LU-decomposition.
For this decomposition the use the UMFPACK software (see [8, 7]).
4.1 The perturbed Kepler problem
Consider the second order ODE
y¨i = − yi
(y21 + y
2
2)
3/2
−  3yi
2(y21 + y
2
2)
5/2
, i = 1, 2,
where  is a small perturbation (see [29]). If  = 0 we get the original Kepler
problem. The initial conditions are given by
y1 = 0, y2 =
√
1 + e
1− e , y˙1 = 1− e, y˙2 = 0,
where e ∈ [0, 1) is a parameter (see [29]).
For the unperturbed Kepler problem the parameter e represents the ec-
centricity of the ellipse. The period of the solution is equal to 2pi and we have
15
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rmax = 1 + e and rmin = 1 − e. Moreover the initial condition corresponds
to the pericentre. A graphical visualisation of the solution for e = 0.05 and
 = 1/100 can be found in Figure 2. We solve this problem in the time in-
Figure 2: Visualization of the solution of perturbed Kepler’s problem
terval (0, 1000] and we measure as numerical error the Hamiltonian function.
The numerical results are shown in Figure 3. It can be observed that the
numerical error tends to 1.0E-16 for all methods. The most efficient methods
are with 10 and 15 internal stages. For methods with more than 15 inter-
nal stages the dimension of the non-linear systems is too large, and the step
size restriction plays an important role. Therefore this methods are not so
efficient. The RODASPR method and the Kvaerno43b method are the most
inefficient since they are only of order 4 and need too many time steps.
4.2 A chemical reaction problem
This chemical reaction problem is called E5 and can be found in the col-
lection by Enright, Hull, and Lindberg [11] and in the book of Hairer and
16
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Figure 3: Numerical results for the perturbed Kepler’s problem
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Wanner [14]. The equations are given by
u˙1 = −Au1 −Bu1u3,
u˙2 = Au1 −MCu2u3,
u˙3 = Au1 −Bu1u3 −MCu2u3 + Cu4,
u˙4 = Bu1u3 − Cu4
with the initial conditions u1(0) = 1, 76 · 10−3 and ui(0) = 0, i ∈ {2, 3, 4}.
Moreover as in [14], A = 7, 89 · 10−10, B = 1, 1 · 107, C = 1, 13 · 103, and
M = 106. The equations should be solved in the time interval [0, 1013]. Note
that the variables u2, u3, and u4 satisfy the equation u2 − u3 − u4. The
solution is presented in Figure 4. We compute the reference solution with
1e-20
1e-15
1e-10
1e-05
0.0001 0.01 1 100 10000 1e+06 1e+08 1e+10 1e+12
So
lu
tio
n
Time
u1
u2
u3
u4
Figure 4: The solution of the problem E5
a RADAU-IIA method of order 79, i.e. with 40 internal stages, where we
use a very small time stepsize. In this example we present only the fully
implicit Runge–Kutta methods since the lower order methods do not reach a
sufficiently high accuracy. In Figure 5 we present the numerical results. For
all classes of methods it can be observed that all methods approximate the
solution very well. In this case the schemes with 5 internal stages are more
effective than the higher order ones.
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Figure 5: Numerical results for the perturbed Kepler problem
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